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Dear Friends,
 
Happy Holidays and Merry Christmas! We have a book giveaway this month HERE for a
copy of The Dyslexic Advantage, Creative Successful Dyslexic, Dyslexia is My
Superpower, or This is Dyslexia.  Wow!  Happy New Year too!   - Fernette and Brock
 
 
Become a Premium Subscriber and discover the most comprehensive resource on
dyslexia in the world. You can sign up for an individual subscription or gift a school
with institutional subscription. Don't forget there is a Homeschooler's course for
parents and for teachers, a clock hour course that provides professional development
credits (Dyslexia for Teachers).  For a 50% off coupon on a signed Dyslexic
Advantage Hardcover from our store, use the coupon BOOK50 before  Dec 31st.

Editor's Note: to make our
publications easier to read,
we will avoid use of italics
and certain types of fonts.
 
Newsletters can be read online
HERE. This issue will be
available on the Joomag site
for 3 months and can also be
downloaded as a pdf file.
 

PREMIUM
The NEUROLEARNING Dyslexia
Screening App is $39.99 and
available for children and
adults 7-70 years old. iPad,
iPhone, Android, and Kindle Fire.
 
The app may be used to identify
and qualify for services such as
Benetech's huge free library of e-books.

Thank you volunteers Shelley Wear, Trish Seres,
Dayna Russell Freudenthal, and Michelle Wiliams
for their astute critique and proofing. Thanks to
Lady Grace Belarmino for beautiful design and
layout. 

https://winsorlearning.com/
https://www.scanningpens.com
https://summitcenter.us/
https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/
https://reciteme.com/
https://www.writerstudio.com/
https://www.churchillstl.org/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/newsletters/
https://www.neurolearning.com
https://www.neurolearning.com
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/memberships/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/dyslexia-for-teachers-online-course/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/books/dyslexic-advantage-signed-hardcover/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/books/dyslexic-advantage-signed-hardcover/
https://form.123formbuilder.com/6041190//
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READING BY EAR

THE PLEASURES OF
READING BY EAR

 
This multi-colored brain image shows what brains do when they're listening
to stories (learn more about this HERE).
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It's a whole brain workout and its effects seem largely the same whether you
listen to a book or read it with your eyes (research HERE).
 
Stories go right to the heart of personal learners and for dyslexic listeners,
it builds on strengths of conceptual understanding, interconnected thinking,
narrative, of course, and mental simulations. Being able to listen to a story also
frees up working memory, so a person can immerse themselves in a world,
characters, or situations without being dependent on one's reading speed or level.

https://gallantlab.org/huth2016/
https://www.jneurosci.org/content/39/39/7722/tab-figures-data
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There may be some people who need to be walking, rocking in chair or doing
something that doesn't take a lot of cognitive work (like knitting or yard work)
in order to listen for long periods of time, but whatever it takes, be assured that
you're doing lots of importan things with your brain, whether its reflecting or
learning the contents of the book, developing your vocabulary, syntax, and
executive function, developing your perspective taking and empathy, or enriching
your imagination.
 
DIFFERENCES IN READING BY EAR VS. EYE
 
Readers and listeners sometimes debate whether one way of consuming a book is
better than another, but it's likely that there is not a single answer for everyone.
 
Some people prefer listening to print because the work of reading by eye is so
great that it's harder to keep all the information in mind once sentences and
stories are decoded.  Others may like to listen while reading along, or eye read
only because it's auditory attention and working memory that get overloaded.
 
I confess I am a sloppy skimming sort of print reader and while I read things, I
often don't get imagery from what I'm reading. Interestingly, though if I'm
listening to an audiobook by a good reader (a professional reader, for instance,
with a lively voice), I can make vivid images while I hear the words.
 
If it is possible, it is best to aspire to a certain level of proficiency in both; but if
your listening and eye reading are very uneven, then no one should feel guilty
that one modality is better than another.
 
Recently, I read an article by journalist Claire Armitstead where she pondered
about where listening made a difference to her interpretation of a novel.
 
"My most startling recent audio-reading experience, however, was with Colm
Tóibín’s Nora Webster. Reading the novel for myself, I found Nora an alienating
figure, a mother with little maternal warmth, the flatness of whose life and
relationships left me feeling flat too. It was only when I heard Fiona Shaw reading
it that I understood
 
 
 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/nov/07/reading-with-your-ears-do-audiobooks-harm-or-help-literature
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https://www.winsorlearning.com/
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READING BY EAR

the intricacy of Tóibín’s achievement, how he weaves a manner of thinking into a
manner of speech, so that a whole era and society are contained in the narrator’s
broken reporting of spoken sentences..."
 
Interestingly, neuroscientist VS Ramachandran has said that "people have been
listening to stories for far longer than they have been reading them.... it’s possible
that listening to speech (including such things as cadence, rhythm, and intonation)
is more spontaneously comprehensible and linked to emotional brain centers –
hence more evocative and natural.”
 
Claire is not alone. Those who read for a living have promoted other benefits to
listening rather than reading books.
 
In The New Yorker, John Colapinto has talked about audiobooks being a necessity
when he has to get through a lot of reaading in a short amount of time and also
when he looks forward to talented actor's interpretation of characters. When
listening to a Hemingway book read by William Hurt, for example, funny and
touching parts of the book came to the surface. John also sang the praises of a
reader, Frank Muller, who managed to bring all the characters in The Great Gatsby
to life.
 
More recently Farhad Manjoo has been singing the praises of audiobooks in the
New York Times. He argues that author-read stories bring added dimensions to the
text that help listeners gain "a sense that one is inside the story rather than
peering in from the outside."
 
Knowing many of the strengths of dyslexic people - that include sensitivity to
voice, rhythms, emotions, and the multisensory aspects of spoken literature, we
are missing a bigger picture if we see audiobooks as a short cut to avoiding the
work of print. If you haven't tried audiobooks and you are dyslexic, give it a whirl.
Most libraries have expanded their audiobook collections since the pandemic.
Great resources include public library LibbyApp .
 
If you're hunting for great audiobook narrators, check out Audible's
Narrator's Hall of Fame. Don't be afraid to try out a speaker from a different
country; sometimes a slight accent may be a nice change.
 

https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/the-pleasures-of-being-read-to
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/06/opinion/audiobooks-better-than-reading.html
https://www.libbyapp.com
https://www.audible.com/ep/narrator-hall-of-fame
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JERSHIKA MAPLE SINGS HER HEART OUT ON 

"THE VOICE"

Jershika Maple described the alienation she felt as a 4th grader in Louisiana being
held back because of her dyslexia. But she made it through and thanked her
teachers for helping to save her life.
 
She dedicated her singing of King & Country's God Only Knows and reflected,
"God knew that those teachers would see something that I couldn't see." 

"Jershika dedicated her song to the fourth and fifth grade
teachers  who helped Maple discover she had dyslexia, and
it was filled with emotion and power..." 
 
                                                                                                              - Taste of Country

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAxPm64Vrb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaxpm64vrb8
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HUGE WIN FOR DYSLEXIA
IN FEDERAL COURT

Federal Court Orders Clark County School District
to Reimburse Parents $456,000
 
A federal court has ordered a school district to reimburse a family that had
accumulated significant expenses to document their student's educational needs
with dyslexia, ADHD, and developmental mathematics disorder.
 
Special Education Attorney Pete Wright wrote an excellent summary of the case
HERE.
 
Excerpt:
 
This case is noteworthy in several respects. The Court held that:
 

• the IEP team failed to consider evaluations provided by the parents
and failed
    to meaningfully consider the parents' concerns for enhancing their child's
    education;

• the IEP team ignored the findings and recommendations of the
professional
    evaluations of O.R.;

• O.R. needs were complex so she required a methodology that was
   research-based, systemic, cumulative, and rigorously implemented;

• the district's response to the parents' requests for a program that met
their
   child's needs was "trust us to provide her with what she needs";

• the Court held an evidentiary hearing to obtain expert testimony
about Orton-
    Gillingham methodology;

• the Court held that the cost of training teachers in the Orton-
Gillingham method
    is minimal and reasonable;"
 

https://www.wrightslaw.com/law/art/nv.or.clark.county.dyslexia.htm
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ADVOCACY

The interesting aspects of this decision are the fact that it was made in federal
court and therefore has implications across the United States. The parents
tested their student privately and in both cases, specific remediation (i.e. Orton-
Gillingham (O-G) based multisensory instruction) was recommended, which the
school district refused. The school refused to accept outside findings which
documented dyslexia and instead qualified the student only under "OHI or Other
Health Impairment". After parents requested a "due process hearing", an
independent hearing officer also concluded that the student was not provided
with a "free appropriate education" as guaranteed by federal law.
 
The independent hearing office concluded that the district did not demonstrate a
working knowledge of Orton-Gillingham and that the district had predetermined
that they would not include O-G in the students IEP.
 
From the court:

 
"O.R. required consistent programming throughout the day.
The IEP teams' failure to recognize this, despite having notice
in the form of recommendations provided in the evaluations
and discussion with O.R.'s parents, demonstrates deliberate
indifference. The record therefore establishes that Defendant
violated Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act." 
 
As a result of this decision, the school district had to reimburse the parents for
tuition and travel expenses for this child to enroll in Eagle Hill School (a school
that employs Orton-Gillingham instruction). In addition to paying the parents
$456,000, they were also ordered to reimburse the parents for attorneys fees in
the case.
 
Hopefully this decision may help more school districts to become aware of the
need to train their teachers and provide appropriate remediation and support to
all their dyslexic students.

 
 



Margaret Rooke, British author of Creative Successful Dyslexic and Dyslexia is My
Superpower has gifted us with some of her books to give away. Books can be
purchased online HERE or HERE, but also Margaret has gifted us a few for a holiday
giveaway HERE.
 
Margaret also wrote us , and shared the following  from her personal journey with
dyslexia:
 
All parents are anxious about different aspects of their children’s lives. I was as
concerned as the next mother, but it never occurred to me that my daughter would
have difficulties with her schoolwork. She achieved well until she was 11. I had no
reason to think this would change.
 
It was when my daughter went to high school that she seemed to stop learning.
Her scores for all her subjects came to a standstill. At home we had no idea why
this had happened. Was it because she was generally unhappy? Was it a problem
with the school? She claimed to us that the school was chaotic, yet other children
had done well there. We were at a loss.
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CREATIVE 
SUCCESSFUL DYSLEXIC and 
DYSLEXIA IS MY SUPERPOWER
AUTHOR MARGARET ROOKE
 

Margaret Rooke, Author

https://amzn.to/3esnhxg
https://amzn.to/3dsun45
https://amzn.to/31niuuv
https://amzn.to/33sua4j
https://form.123formbuilder.com/6041190
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I was clearing out a box of papers when I came across a poster she’d made at 10
for her school’s ‘anti-bullying week’. I noticed for the first time that the slogan
on the poster ‘Tell an adult’ contained a mis-spelling. Adult had become adlut.
 
During her early years I thought spelling would come to her in time. She was one
of those children who could learn their spellings for the Friday spelling tests,
then forget them all instantly when the test was over.
 
Now I knew I was wrong. When I saw the poster my instincts told me she was
dyslexic, and I organised tests that confirmed this. I couldn’t have felt more
shocked. I was deeply concerned too. I knew she’d always felt proud of her
academic record and, after two or three years of not achieving at high school, I
felt the years ahead would be a battle for her.
 
What happened next changed everything. I think it must have been the special
needs teacher at school who recommended  The Dyslexic Advantage  to me. 
 
I flicked through the pages and, as I did this, my stress subsided, and my mind was
at ease. When I read about the different ways that the dyslexic brain works and
learnt there were other ways to be smart besides being ‘school smart’, I knew
everything would be OK. 
 
I reached the chapter on the M strengths and felt I didn’t need to read any further.
I thought this described my daughter and her abilities. The chapter enabled me to
visualise how she could have a successful career – in interior design, for instance.
No wonder she’d always seemed to have a natural ability for knowing where
furniture should go, and which colours went together. 
 
I also loved the way the Eides explored how dyslexic strengths could help those
wanting to be truck drivers just as much as those hoping to be architects. There
was no snobbery here. No need to excel in exams if this wasn’t your thing. What
mattered was acknowledging and exploring and focussing on your strengths,
while doing your darndest to do well at school; not dwelling on the impossibility
of taking in historical dates or chemical formulae.
 
 

https://www.bit.ly/dyslexicadv


https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/memberships/homeschooling-for-dyslexia-online-course-and-premium-membership/
https://bit.ly/3gxrahh
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I honestly think  The Dyslexic Advantage  made me a better
mother. From that moment on I did all I could to encourage
her, to give her a sense of confidence  that didn’t rely on
how she was doing at school. The book meant I focussed
on my daughter’s abilities, not her weaknesses. I supported
her to build her confidence, build her resume and get
through her exams at the highest grades  she could manage. 
 
As a writer I decided I could encourage her and those like
her by writing books on the subject.
 
My first was  Creative, Successful, Dyslexic, a book of
inspiring interviews with 23 high achievers, all talking
about their life experiences, what went wrong for them and how they achieved so
well. They talked about having a supportive adult while they were growing up and
the difference this made, and how much they learnt outside the classroom.
 
My second was  Dyslexia is My Superpower (Most of the Time):  interviews with
100 children and teens from across the world all talking about being dyslexic: how
they feel about it, what helps them learn, relax, and feel good about themselves,
and how parents and teachers can play their part. One of the most important
aspects to this book is that it shows children they are part of a big gang all
over the world. They are not alone. 
 
For the past five years I’ve been giving talks on what I’ve learnt from everyone I’ve
spoken to. Of course in every talk I talk about my books and why I believe they can
help children and adults with dyslexia. But I also talk about The Dyslexic
Advantage, its role in my journey as a parent and how I believe its philosophy can
change lives.
 
My daughter is now 23 and has a job with a fashion company she loves. In fact the
skills she mainly uses in her work are not the M strengths I first identified in her.
She explained to me recently how she uses her problem-solving and
communication abilities every day of her working life.
 
Another lesson for me that we never stop learning – all of us. Those of us with
dyslexia and those who support them. 
 
 

https://www.bit.ly/dyslexicadv
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CREATIVE MATH EDUCATOR:
OUR STORY of DYSLEXIA & MATH

Paula Beardell-Krieg is a innovative math educator and paper
artist who brings all types of math wonder and discovery in
her work as a math educator. As an example, check out her
flexagon below.
 
I recently had the chance to talk with her about her experiences
raising two children with dyslexia, dysgraphia, and math difficulties.
They are now all grown and they are generous about sharing their experiences
with math.
 
FATIGUE
 
The first thing that Paula mentioned when I asked her math, was the fatigue her
children experienced with completing assigned math work.  She showed me an
example of one of her children's papers which required two columns of fill-in-the-
blank answers for estimating math numbers. Her daughter had dutifully
completed all the questions in the left column of the work sheet, but by the time
she got to the second column, the errors dramatically increased.
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oP6F2bIx8P0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=op6f2bix8p0


http://www.winsorlearning.com
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The sheer quantity of math homework assigned is often wildly out of touch
with reality of dysgraphia, impaired automaticity, and working memory overload
seen with dyslexia. After the point of fatigue, there is no purpose for more math
work. Errors will accumulate, and worse, students may become confused
about math concepts and procedures that they have already mastered.
 
In an example from higher math, Paula said she recalled reviewing with her son
the different ways that polynomials like a quadratic equation could be factored.
But because of fatigue, her son preferred just fitting in the numbers into the
quadratic equation which he could write from memory because he had learned
it in a song...and Paula recognized it because she realized it was real and deep
fatigue.
 
DENYING RECESS EVERY DAY
 
Because Paula regularly visited different
schools, she would often learn about how
different teachers might approach a problem
like "incomplete work".  For instance, one
of her daughter's teachers prevented her
from going to recess every day because
of incomplete work. When she spoke with
teachers from other districts about this, she
found that some districts specifically prevent
teachers from doing this.
 
A first grade teacher or second grade teacher would tell her that her daughter was
"choosing not to do work," but other teachers told her that children don't choose
not to do work...so she began to think differently about when individual conflicts
arose.
 
POINTS OFF
 
Another difference Paula discovered among teachers was their use of "points off"
or negative reinforcement to change student behavior. When she talked about
this with her son, he recalled a teacher in the 6th grade who, although in most
regards was a wonderful teacher, had little information about dyslexia, and would
 

Paula shared this Santa writing from
her daughter. It reads: "I'm being a
good girl this year. Ok I had some rough
times, but I'm not talking about that."

http://www.winsorlearning.com
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https://bit.ly/3yoiruk
https://bit.ly/3lzcmlq
https://bit.ly/3orxlgs
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MATH

take points off for all sort of mistakes or omissions like forgetting to put your
name at the top of an assignment. The teacher would tell the class that she would
take 10 points off if they forgot to write their name at the top, and when passing
papers back, mention that he had forgotten to write his name (but not take the
points off), but regardless, the end result was that he felt terrible. When Paula
asked him whether the "points off" approach made it more likely that he'd
remember in the future, he said "No, it just made me feel worse."
 
Later another teacher told Paula that she used to take points off or warn about
taking points off for various mistakes, but then she stopped doing it because it
didn't result in any change. Instead, she switched to positive reinforcement-
providing rewards or something else positive to increase the likelihood that
students would remember.
 
Premium subscribers can listen to my entire talk with Paula in our Premium
Podcasts HERE in the Math recordings group.
 
Toward the end of our talk, Paula talked more about general strategies she tried
to develop in her children as they worked their way through public, then private
school. First, she made sure her children could tell their teacher how they needed
to hear information. For instance, she remembered when she once tried to explain
something to her son and he didn't understand it. She tried conveying the
information another way - but he stopped her saying - no don't explain it another
way, just repeat what you said before. Sometimes it would take repeating several
more times, but he would get more of it each time until he finally understand the
process or principle. He would try to do the same in school, but sometimes a
teacher wouldn't want to explain information again.
 
Paula also shared that she observed that there were predictable times when her
children seemed to have trouble in making the transition to Algebra. Up until that
time math consists of operations involving specific numbers, but things change
to more generalized number relationships with equations and polynomials, and
variables that are expression in relationship to other variables.  Without explicity
teaching this big picture difference in the branch of mathematics, students can get
confused with the use of different letters to represent numbers and all of the
math work that follows.
 

https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexia-premium-podcasts/
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smooth transitions. Some very successful CEOs learn how to apply hands-on problem solving to
teams and personnel; but some also need support to smooth the transition.
 
INTERCONNECTED REASONING
 
Connecting ideas and lessons can be an afterthought in a standard school day, but
for some students it is the only way for information to stick, and also it is the source
of a superpower.
 
Thinking thematically and solving problems by analogy can be a way of coming up
with new ideas and insights in a problem.
 
Are there oppotunities for your students to come up with new ideas in their school
work ? Could they compare two novels or look for analogies in design ?
 
Interconnected strengths at work might lead to unusual work alliances and the
design of new ideas or programs based on analogies.
 
Analogies can be a good way to simplify things and situations that are complex.
 
NARRATIVE REASONING 
 
Narrative reasoning relates to reasoning through stories, specific examples and
contexts, and personal experience. In a school context, it means learning more
through stories rather than through non-contextual lists of information to be
memorized. It also means finding opportunities for first-hand experiences with
people, places, and things, then weaving together into a cohesive understanding.
 
There can be paradoxes with narrative strengths - story learning and expression can
be strong, but that doesn't always correlate with verbal fluency. Some strong
narrative people may not be spontaneous oral communicators; they may need to
take time to organize their thoughts, then communicate their ideas in oral, written,
or visual ways.
 
Strong narrative reasoners often need to get the big picture on problems, topics, or
situations; the big stories that hold things together can inform changes and new
 

https://summitcenter.us/
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DYSLEXIA 

MADE BY DYSLEXIA: 

KATE GRIGGS
Social entrepeneur Kate Griggs from
the UK has a new book called
This is Dyslexia.
 
Kate has also generously gifted
Dyslexic Advantage with a few copies
of her book. If you'd like to register
for a chance to win a copy, click
HERE. 

Recently, Fernette had the chance to catch up with Kate Griggs, founder of the
global charity Made by Dyslexia. It's mission is to "help the world to understand,
value and support dyslexia", and they have made quite a splash on the
international scene by resources like the video below having a wide variety of
accomplished people talk about their dyslexic differences and strengths.
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtFKNPrJhJ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtfknprjhj4
https://amzn.to/30hiezx
https://www.madebydyslexia.org
https://amzn.to/30hiezx
https://form.123formbuilder.com/6041190//


DYSLEXIC ADVANTAGE
PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION

THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
RESOURCE FOR DYSLEXIA
 

- Parents
- Teachers and Professionals

- Adults with Dyslexia 
 
 SUBSCRIBE

http://bit.ly/ballard-into-the-deep
https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
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Kate told me that her book This is Dyslexia is a book "by dyslexics for dyslexics
about dyslexia to help the world to understand dyslexia."
 
Fernette's chat with Kate:
 
Audio file here:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"It really is all about your strengths. Four out of five successful dyslexics say
they're successful because of  their dyslexia, and because of  the way that
they think. And as a child, or even as a parent, when your kid is going
through school, if you can keep focused on that is the big picture and the
end result, it will help you to be well to cope with the struggles that we
know are in education."  - Kate Griggs

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYM40HN82l4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cym40hn82l4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIKOf112ZMM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rikof112zmm
https://amzn.to/30hiezx


It's just
$5 per month!
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STRENGTHS

new decisions. Understanding the "story arc" can also lend itself into the next MIND
strength, dynamic reasoning.
 
DYNAMIC REASONING
 
Dynamic reasoning is often the MIND strength that people are most uncertain
about. It relates to making predictions, mental simulation, and being able to reason
in the midst of uncertainty and changing conditions - entrepreneurs seem to
endorse a lot of D strengths - and this strength might be one that develops later
(adulthood) compared to others.
 
Still, it is possible to see children's D strengths at work if in dynamic problem
solving situations (like complex video games, Future Problem Solvers, other world
building), or STEM or entrepreneurial activity.
 
Quite by accident, I found a learning site (Wabisabi) that had practical suggestions
of ways to enhance critical thinking and also scaffold some dynamic reasoning
skills. Some dyslexics have a strength in data analysis - a subject that is almost
exclusively introduced in higher education. Why wait for an accidental discovery in
college?  It's possible to introduce this subject in middle or high school.
 
Some suggestions: watch movies
like Moneyball and introduce
activities involving sports analytics.
  Interest in data visualization can be
 stimulated in things like the
Dear Data project, beautiful
infographics, or even a TED talk
 by an amazing data scientist
(he's also dyslexic) Hans Rosler.
 
There's much more to say on MIND strengths of course, but I hope this gets you
thinking. Are you priotizing strengths and strength development like you should?
 
 

PREVIOUS ISSUE:

DYSLEXIA AND MOTIVATION
 
- Dyslexia and Accleerated Reader
- Teaching and Motivation
- Storytelling in Math
- Lip Reading
- Reading Small Words

NOW EARN
TEACHER CLOCK
HOUR CREDITS TOO!

SUBSCRIBE

http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/dyslexia-for-teachers-online-course/
https://www.churchillstl.org/


ENCOURAGE your student to submit a short creative writing poem
or short story to our 2022 Karina Eide Young Writers Awards!
 
$1000 or more in prizes will be awarded to K-12 young dyslexic writers. This
awards program is a partnership between Dyslexic Advantage and The Writers
Workshop in NY. Because of international regulations, monetary prizes are limited
to US citizens.
 
Applicants must be dyslexic and submissions may be from 17 (e.g. haiku) to 700
words.
 
We accept poems, short stories, fan fiction, and
excerpts from longer stories. Submissions are
judged on ideas, storytelling, and quality of writing
and not on technical aspects such as spelling. Works
may be dictated to a parent or friend. If you'd like
to check out some previous winning entries, visit HERE.
 

STRENGTHS

new decisions. Understanding the "story arc" can also lend itself into the next MIND
strength, dynamic reasoning.
 
DYNAMIC REASONING
 
Dynamic reasoning is often the MIND strength that people are most uncertain
about. It relates to making predictions, mental simulation, and being able to reason
in the midst of uncertainty and changing conditions - entrepreneurs seem to
endorse a lot of D strengths - and this strength might be one that develops later
(adulthood) compared to others.
 
Still, it is possible to see children's D strengths at work if in dynamic problem
solving situations (like complex video games, Future Problem Solvers, other world
building), or STEM or entrepreneurial activity.
 
Quite by accident, I found a learning site (Wabisabi) that had practical suggestions
of ways to enhance critical thinking and also scaffold some dynamic reasoning
skills. Some dyslexics have a strength in data analysis - a subject that is almost
exclusively introduced in higher education. Why wait for an accidental discovery in
college?  It's possible to introduce this subject in middle or high school.
 
Some suggestions: watch movies
like Moneyball and introduce
activities involving sports analytics.
  Interest in data visualization can be
 stimulated in things like the
Dear Data project, beautiful
infographics, or even a TED talk
 by an amazing data scientist
(he's also dyslexic) Hans Rosler.
 
There's much more to say on MIND strengths of course, but I hope this gets you
thinking. Are you priotizing strengths and strength development like you should?
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https://www.fpspi.org/2021-2022-topics/
https://wabisabilearning.com/blogs/critical-thinking/10-great-critical-thinking-activities-that-engage-your-students
https://learning.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/10/07/playing-smart-with-data-using-sports-analytics-to-teach-math/
http://www.dear-data.com/theproject
https://amzn.to/3d4fa0j
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVimVzgtD6w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvimvzgtd6w
https://www.churchillstl.org/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-karina-young-writers-awards/
https://form.123formbuilder.com/6039106/form
https://form.123formbuilder.com/6039104/form


For parents planning to homeschool their students
for the coming school. year.
Join Us!
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It's just
$5 per month!

P R E M I U M

NOW EARN
TEACHER CLOCK
HOUR CREDITS TOO!

SUBSCRIBE

- Dyslexic Mathematicians
- Writing: How to Start
- Rapid Automatized Naming and
   Its Impact on Dyslexia
- Dyslexia & Math: Number Sense
- George Church: Genomics Pioneer

Donate to
DYSLEXIC ADVANTAGE
 
We need your help to continue help
more members of this community!
 
Give online HERE.
 
Or send a check to Dyslexic Advantage
6701 139th Pl SW  Edmonds WA
98026-3223.
 
See if your company may have a
charity matching program. We're also
part of Amazon Smile! 

http://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/dyslexic-advantage-premium-membership/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/shop/online-course/dyslexia-for-teachers-online-course/
https://www.dyslexicadvantage.org/donate-dyslexic-advantage/
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/chpf/homepage?q=dyslexic+advantage


For parents planning to homeschool their students
for the coming school. year.
Join Us!

Non-Fiction Kids with Dyslexia Can Love (great!)
 
Celebrate Science

Two Reading Experts Continue to Promote
Discredited Guess and Go Reading Program
 
APM Reports

DYSLEXIA NEWS

Improved Tax Deductions for Parents of Children
with LD's
 
Week's Law Firm 

Eric Adams is NYC's Next Mayor (he's dyslexic)
Three Education Issues He'll Face
The 74
 
Eric's Dyslexia story    NYPost  HERE
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My Daughter Has Dyslexia and She's My Hero
 
Her View From Home Blog
 
 

Assistive Technology for Dyslexia
 
Wired

https://www.the74million.org/article/eric-adams-is-nycs-next-mayor-3-key-education-issues-hell-face/
https://nypost.com/2021/06/12/eric-adams-rose-from-abject-poverty-to-serve-nyc-community/
https://weekslawfirm.com/new-and-improved-tax-deductions-for-parents-of-children-with-special-needs/
http://celebratescience.blogspot.com/2021/11/nonfiction-kids-with-dyslexia-can-love.html
https://www.apmreports.org/story/2021/11/19/fountas-pinnell-disproven-childrens-reading-theory
https://www.wired.com/story/the-best-assistive-technology-dyslexia/
https://herviewfromhome.com/my-daughter-has-dyslexia-and-shes-my-hero/


https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/


https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/
https://www.churchillstl.org/


"For me, dyslexia is not a disability. The unique strengths and
characteristics of dyslexia allow me to think 'outside the box.'"
 
                                                                            -Attorney Pete Wright


